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On March 30, the Center on Global Energy Policy at Columbia University hosted a
conversation among Senior Research Scholars Dr. Mauricio Cardenas and Dr. Luisa Palacios,
and Distinguished Visiting Fellow Juan Carlos Jobet, about the impact of Russia’s war in
Ukraine on Latin America’s energy sector. The discussion covered a range of issues, including
the war’s influence on the region’s macroeconomic trends and energy transition. What follows
are the main takeaways from the conversation:
●

The impact of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on Latin America has to be seen from the
point of view of the economic, political, and social consequences the war is creating.
This event has already led to what has been called the worst refugee crisis in Europe
since World War Two. The war has also caused further disruption in already-strained
supply chains and put more pressure on very tight global energy markets, Palacios
said, given Russia’s key role in commodity markets. Russia is the world’s second largest
crude exporter, after Saudi Arabia, the second largest petroleum product exporter, the
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largest natural gas exporter, and the third largest coal exporter. Russia is also a major
producer of critical minerals and some agricultural commodities.
●

The Russia-Ukraine war is leading to uneven and divergent macroeconomic trends
in Latin America, Cardenas argued. The impact of the invasion on global commodity
prices is putting pressure on inflation, not only because of the rise in energy prices
but also because of the increase in agricultural prices, which is leading to food
inflation. However, Latin American oil exporters, such as Brazil, Ecuador, Colombia,
and Venezuela, stand to benefit from the point of view of their external accounts.
The same can be said of large agricultural exporters, such as Argentina, Brazil, and
Uruguay, which are also seeing improvements in their terms of trade. The net food and
fuel importers, mostly in Central America and the Caribbean, already vulnerable before
this crisis, stand to lose the most. The region’s currencies have not yet been negatively
impacted by the war. However, the risk premium has increased in some countries. Still,
the foreign investment outlook remains a huge question mark in the context of rising
geopolitical tensions.

●

It is too soon to say whether the conflict will accelerate or delay the energy transition
in the region, stated Jobet. On the one hand, the conflict highlights the need to
increase supply from renewable energy, not only from an environmental point of view
but also from an economic and energy security perspective—both in Latin America and
worldwide. Also, high fuel prices make investments in renewable energy much more
price competitive, which will help to increase and fund the supply of renewable energy.
The Russia-Ukraine war and its impact on global energy prices are also making more
evident the benefits of investments in energy efficiency (given the cost savings), which
should help reduce demand for fossil fuels. On the other hand, this war also underscores
that the world does need fossil fuels in the short term. This reality means that increasing
investments in energy infrastructure to secure supplies could lock economies into fossil
fuels for longer. The biggest challenge is how to navigate the current high prices and
improve energy security while avoiding investments that may hurt the energy transition.

●

The speakers discussed how shielding consumers from fuel price increases could
delay the energy transition. Cardenas argued that fuel pricing policy is a sensitive
topic in Latin America, especially because of political events in the region, including
upcoming elections in Colombia and Brazil, recent elections in Chile, and heightened
political risks in Peru. Policy responses to the war and its impact on high energy prices
have included subsidies and/or tax reductions on fossil fuels. Jobet cautioned that if
these subsidies become permanent, they could delay the energy transition not only in
Latin America but also in the rest of the world. This is why it is important to design fuel
pricing policies that target the most vulnerable groups, Jobet suggested. Determining
who pays the bill for these subsidies is also a key policy decision. Fiscal accounts and
public debt in Latin America were already hard hit because of the pandemic, said
Cardenas, who gave the example of Colombia, where fuel subsidies are expected to
cost 2.5 percent of the country’s GDP this year. If governments use public resources to
subsidize high energy prices, policy makers should have a clear understanding of how
much subsidies cost, who benefits, and how long they will be in place.
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●

Latin America will be negatively impacted by the increasing competition for US
liquefied natural gas (LNG) coming from Europe’s drive to diversify away from
Russian gas supply, Palacios argued. She noted that the region would need to increase
gas production domestically for natural gas to be an affordable transition fuel in
the context of increasing competition for LNG. Representing the bulk of electricity
generated in the region, hydroelectricity has been the backbone and baseload of Latin
America’s grid, but recurrent droughts due to climate change might be compromising
this role, Palacios said. While non-hydro renewables have become the cheapest source
of electricity at the moment, they remain an intermittent source of energy. This reality
has pushed Latin American countries to rely on natural gas-fired power plants for the
grid’s reliability. Latin America is both a producer and consumer of natural gas. Some
Latin American countries have been increasing their LNG import capacity because
domestic supply of natural gas has not been keeping up with rising demand. But, as
indicated, LNG imports are becoming too costly. Palacios said Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine is occurring at a time of significantly widening price differentials between
natural gas that is imported via pipelines, with pre-crisis Henry Hub prices around
$5/MMbtu, and LNG spot prices of $30-35/MMbtu due to very tight global balances.
The shift in European energy policy away from Russian piped natural gas and toward
US LNG is making Latin America’s seasonal reliance on US LNG imports, which help
the region cope with droughts, increasingly difficult. Cardenas said the situation
illustrates how “Latin America is oil rich but gas poor.” Jobet presented a caveat to this
discussion using Chile’s LNG supply contracts: most gas supplied to Chile is through
Henry Hub-indexed LNG imports from the US and Trinidad and Tobago, which have
capped the impact of high LNG prices on Chile’s energy markets. But this does not
include the additional cargoes Chile has had to buy in the spot market, which faced
those high prices. In the short term, Jobet argued, this dynamic may not be an issue
because Europe has to build infrastructure to be able to import more LNG cargoes.
But longer term, Europe’s LNG demand could be a source of concern if it causes
a reduction in flows to Latin America. In Jobet’s view, this possibility underscores
the case for green hydrogen as a substitute for natural gas, as Latin America is well
positioned to be both a green hydrogen producer and exporter.

●

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is an opportunity for Latin American oil producers
to position themselves as oil suppliers that are reliable and take environmental,
social, and governance (ESG) concerns seriously, Palacios stated. On the question
of whether Venezuela could offer an alternative to Russia’s oil, Palacios mentioned
that Venezuela’s oil production was around 700,000–800,000 barrels per day (b/d)
currently, according to OPEC, whereas global markets face the challenge of diversifying
away from 7.8 million b/d of Russian oil, representing the total amount of crude and oil
products exported by Russia as of December of 2021 according to the IEA.1 At its peak,
Venezuela was producing over 3 million b/d, but only 1.5 million b/d just before the oil
sanctions began in 2019.2 More relevant in the discussion about easing sanctions on
Venezuela could be the redirection of Venezuelan oil, which currently trades through
opaque means into Western markets. Echoing Palacios’s view of “ESG oil barrels,” or
barrels of oil that come from ESG-minded oil suppliers, Cardenas argued that Russia’s
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invasion of Ukraine might be changing the calculus of who produces. According to
Cardenas, some studies suggest that Latin America was expected to be the region
with the largest decline in oil production to comply with the world’s goal to limit
temperature increases to 1.5 degrees, shifting from producing 10 million b/d in 2019 to
4 million b/d in 2035.3 But Cardenas said the Russian-Ukraine war is an opportunity for
Latin American oil producers to position themselves as reliable suppliers.
●

Regarding the role of critical minerals, Jobet cautioned that the world cannot have
an energy transition without mining: “We can stop mining or we can stop climate
change, but not both at the same time.” Minerals such as copper, lithium, cobalt and
others are essential for the energy transition. The speakers noted that key challenges
for the mining sector include how to decarbonize their production of critical minerals
and how to better communicate their essential role in the energy transition to the
general public. If these challenges are not met, there is a risk that critical minerals
could be a bottleneck in the energy transition, Jobet argued, referring to the
uncertainty about the supply of these raw materials that are critical for renewable
technologies. He stated that Chile is by far the largest copper producer in the world
and that enormous amounts of investment are needed just to keep current volumes
in production. He said that a new royalty (currently under discussion in Congress) or
other changes in mining legislation being discussed by the constitutional convention
could hurt investment in the sector if not properly designed. He said there is a lot of
pressure from some governments, communities, and environmental groups to raise
royalties, but a balanced discussion should consider both high spot prices and other
risks inherent to mining, such as exploration and price volatility.

●

Not all fossil fuels will have the same fate in the energy transition—natural gas will
likely be needed for longer. Jobet commented on the importance of distinguishing,
especially to the general public, between the carbon intensity and emissions of coal,
oil, and gas, as gas will likely remain in global energy systems for longer than the
others. Palacios said that in Latin America, oil and gas companies have an important
role to play in the energy transition, suggesting that natural gas in particular could be
seen not only as a transition fuel but also as a “transition enabler” because it provides
a backup for the grid, helping to manage the intermittency of renewable energy.
Cardenas discussed the role of coal in the near term, noting that its price has doubled
recently and that it is Colombia’s second largest export. Will these high coal prices
help or damage the energy transition?

●

On investment and policies in Mexico, Palacios said that the energy transition is not
only a matter of reducing emissions but also an opportunity for enhancing energy
security and affordability. She cited the lower costs of Brazil’s renewable power
plants compared to its gas-based power plants as a lesson for Mexico. Palacios said
there has not been a better time for promoting investment in renewable energy and
implementing policies that favor the energy transition.

●

Many questions remained unanswered at the event because of limited time, but the
variety of issues touched upon showcases the uncertainty ahead for Latin America due
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to the Russia-Ukraine war. Will the energy crisis in Europe eclipse or accelerate energy
transition efforts in Latin America? Will advanced economies invest in Latin America’s
oil and gas sectors as an alternative to other sources involved in the war? Could USbased EV makers export to Latin America at a time when EVs make more financial
sense? Would higher prices negatively impact the ESG transition as funds are deployed
in current energy subsidies? Energy security, regardless of price, will be based on fossil
fuels for at least the next 10 years; should nuclear energy be included in the discussion
about energy security? Are Latin American governments offering incentives for foreign
direct investment (like exchange rate guarantees) in the energy sector that could
become a fiscal risk in the long term? Is a government’s tendency toward socialism or
capitalism related to how it prioritizes the extraction of oil given the sustained increase
of prices? What are the risks of diesel shortages in Latin America related to the RussiaUkraine war? How would a victory by Gustavo Petro impact the Colombian oil industry
and energy transition policies? How would high copper prices and leftist governments
affect investment in this critical mineral for the energy transition? Can oil and gas
produced with high ESG standards become a reality? Many serious questions must
be answered in the years to come, and those will evolve as the Russian war in Ukraine
continues to unfold.
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